
   Jefferson’s Freeholders and the Politics of Ownership 

in the Old Dominion 

   Jefferson’s Freeholders and the Politics of Ownership in the Old 
Dominion  explores the historical processes by which Virginia was 
 transformed from a British colony into a Southern slave state. It focuses 
on changing conceptualizations of ownership and emphasizes the per-
sistent infl uence of the English common law on Virginia’s postcolonial 
political culture. The book explains how the traditional characteristics of 
land tenure became subverted by the dynamic contractual relations of a 
commercial economy, and assesses the political consequences of the law 
reforms that were necessitated by these developments. Nineteenth-century 
reforms seeking to reconcile the common law with modern commercial 
practices embraced new democratic expressions about the economic and 
political power of labor, and thereby encouraged the idea that slavery was 
an essential element in sustaining republican government in Virginia. By 
the 1850s, the ownership of human property had replaced the ownership 
of land as the distinguishing basis for political power, with tragic conse-
quences for the Old Dominion. 

 Christopher Michael Curtis is Associate Professor of History at 
Clafl in University, where he is Chair of the Department of History and 
Sociology. He previously held appointments at Iowa State University 
and at the State University of West Georgia. His work has appeared 
in the  Journal of Southern History , the  Virginia Magazine of History 
and Biography , and  Legal History .   
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    “Christopher Curtis’s book is a remarkable and welcome hybrid, its 
research meticulous and exhaustive. Curtis’s judgments about the evi-
dence are judicious and balanced. His arguments and conclusions are 
important and portable, for he demonstrates how the cultural and legal 
effects of commercial developments remapped Virginians’ understanding 
of the justifi cation of popular political participation, and even of political 
legitimacy. The concluding chapter on a ‘new jurisprudence’ is a tour de 
force. This is a book for many seasons.” 

 – Gerard V. Bradley, Unviersity of Notre Dame Law School   

   “This book is impressive from various perspectives. Chris Curtis has writ-
ten an engaging historical treatise on Virginian property relations and law 
from colonial days to the antebellum era. He adroitly demonstrates how 
local legal history provides a window into law and legal change region-
ally, nationally, and internationally in the common law world. Moreover, 
by tapping political, economic, and social records he has produced a rich 
narrative of the changing imperatives of political thought and action and 
economic  realities that infl uenced the development of local law in this 
slaveholding jurisdiction, and explained its inner contradictions. This 
book merits a broad readership.” 

 – John McLaren, Emeritus Professor of Law, University of Victoria     
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   For Betsey, in memoriam 

   Gratias tibi ago   
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